OUR SUPPORTERS

Lesley University gratefully thanks all of the alumni, parents, friends, corporations and foundations, and faculty and staff who made cash contributions to Lesley in the past academic year – July 1, 2015 through June 30, 2016. Your generosity allowed us to provide much-needed scholarship assistance to our students, initiate new programs and partnerships, and renovate facilities to enhance the educational experience for our students. On behalf of all of us in the Lesley community, thank you for your support. You are making a difference – one student at a time.

This listing recognizes all leadership donors, corporate and foundation supporters, and faculty and staff contributors.
President's Circle $25,000 and above
Anonymous
Hal Belodoff T and Lisa Kuznick P
Ann Marie and Patrick Browne P
Barbara Popkin Cordover '64
Jonathan and Margot Davis P
Joan and Norman Dee *
Deirdre Delaney
Gail Roberts Dusseault '60 PT *
Anne Ford P
Irene Fountas
Wycliffe Grousbeck P
Corinne Grousbeck P
Jana M. Karp '06 T
Stephen and Jill Karp P
Pralhad and Prudence KC P
Keith and Kimberly Lewis P
Peter and Paula Crane Lunder '59
Lauren Manafort '90 T
Albert Merck *
Michael E. Mooney T
John P. and Tashia F. Morgridge '75
John and Carol Creelman Moriarty '74 T P
David Newton T P
Sandra and Donald Perrin T
Allene Russell Pierson '83 T
Gay Su Pinnell
Gary and Deborah Schwartz Raizes '69 T
Ed and Nancy Roberts
Gordon and Barbara Weinstein Russell '68 T
Paul and Mary Savas P
Naomi Nason Skoler '63 PT
Ellen and Kenneth Z. Slater PT
Loring Low Stevens T P
Darisse Paquette and Hans D. Strauch T
David Swope PT
Allegra Ford Thomas '93
Deborah and Peter Weinberg P

Joseph Moore Scholarship Fund
Gifts this year to the Joseph Moore Scholarship Fund, established on the occasion of his retirement from Lesley, will support the Urban Scholars Initiative (USI). This fund was established with an initial gift of $250,000 from John and Tashia Morgridge '75 and a challenge to match a second $250,000 which was met through the generosity of many alumni and friends. This fund will provide special supplemental tuition grants to Moore Scholars in USI on an annual basis in perpetuity.

Brattle Society $10,000 to $24,999
Linda Weisberg Altman '57
Ronald Ansin and Jim Stork
Virginia P. Atkins '66
Jean E. Axline '84 PT
Betty and Art Bardige T
C. Edward and Karen L. Cotton Chaplin '79 T
Molly L. Davis '13 T
Evelyn Boyle Finnegan '48
Paul J. and Mary Finnegan
Peter A. and Lisa Finnegan
John H. Fisher P
Eleanor B. Goud and Hendrika Sluder
Donn and Veronica Heath P
David Hitz
Nancy and Jerre Hitz P
Chris Gaffney and Karen A. Kames '83
Frederick M. Lawton *
Jacqueline Hart Leach '67 PT
Diana Schaffer Lewinstein '64
Sharon Lewis P
Charles L. Longfield
Margery Staman Miller
Joseph B. Moore and Elizabeth L. Chiquoine
Dianne and Thomas Riley T P
Phyllis and Robert Sage T
Jonathan and Cleo Sonneborn P
David and Patricia Squire TE
Audrey Furze Stark ’52 *
Janet Steinmayer T P
Kimberly O. Turner ’07
Eijk and Rose-Marie van Otterloo
Richard and Paula Staresniers VanDernoot ’67 PT

**Porter Society $2,500 to $4,999**

Marylou Batt
Gregory and Rebecca Begin P
Rhona Yanofsky Brand ’70
M. L. Dymski
Kevin and Anne Flaherty P
Alan J. and Susan A. Fuirst P
Geraldine Bohn Gerson ’64 PT
Debra Greenberg
Margaret E. Gutowski ’86
Malcolm and June Cutler Harris ’53
Joy Kant ’70
Lesley University Alumni Council
James McMillen, Jr. P *
Ronna C. Miller ’80
Richard Oppenheimer P
Brian and Laura Plunkett P
Howard and Deborah Reef P
Jane Robertson Ryer ’59 PT
Matt and Betsy Salinger P
Gail and Marc Semigran P
George Smith
Selase W. Williams

**Doble Society $5,000 to $9,999**

Anonymous
Robert J. Buttel and Cynthia Wright P
Julia Byers
Elizabeth W. Cabot ’71 PT
Elizabeth Webb Collier ’92
John and Katherine Dobelman P
Martin Carmichael and Lisa Gruenberg ’07
Dana Halberg and Laurance Pless P
Whitney L. B. Healey ’02 T
John and Carolyn J. Hodges P
Charles H. Hood PT *
Nina B. Houghton ’90 T
Mary and Richard A. Jalkut T
Dudley Williams, Jr. and Juanita James T P
Pamela Nevins Kirk ’63
Matthew Kozol T
Joshua and Carolyn K. Kraft ’94
Karen V. Morton-Grooms T
Terrence Murray P
Neil and Michelle Nadeau O’Brien ’82 T
Olivia H. and John O. Parker TE
Brett and Anna A. Pless Peel ’09
Stuart and Theiline Rolfe P
Michael and Mary Rottblatt P
Judith Milhender Shulman ’69
Ruth and Eliot Snider PT
Stanley and Anne Trecker
George A. Weiss
Karen Wilbur and Dorie Cranshaw

**James S. Wilbur Threshold Scholarship Fund**

Thanks to all who contributed to the James S. Wilbur Threshold Scholarship Fund, established in honor of his retirement as Director of the Threshold Program. Through the generosity of Threshold parents Jonathan and Cleo Sonneborn, who presented a $100,000 matching challenge gift, and those who made gifts to meet the challenge, this fund will support Threshold students and their families with financial need.
**Second Century Club $1,000 to $2,499**

Renee B. Aisenberg ’81
Kent Ambler
Alex and Jenny Andrus P
Michael and Becky Lynn Bailey-Bradley ’79, ’85
Marsha Baker and Harry Forsdick P
Tina Brodsky Bellet ’68 PT
Ellen Green Bloch ’61
Patricia C. Bonnell
Bernice E. Bradin
James E. and Rita C. Cain ’72
Helen Cohen and Mark Lipman P
Miriam Shaw Coon ’63 P
James and Jan G. Coppersmith PT
Linc Cornell ’08
Paul R. Cox
Linda S. and John S. Dacey
Regis de Silva
Joseph and Kathleen DeMita P
Stewart Gardner and Marthanne Dorminy P
Michael and Cheryl Essick P
Donald and Jill Eurich ’73
Christine Evans
Lois M. Farrell ’60
David and Diane L. Feinzig ’58
Nancy Slotnick Foster ’82
David Godine
Thelma L. Goldberg ’74
Thomas and Marylou Greenfield P
Mark E. and Elizabeth S. Greenwold ’69
Doris B. Held TE
Herbert and Rosalind Schwartz Hill ’61
Ross Syford Hoyle P
Robert S. Hurlbut, Jr.
Bennett and Senter Jones P
Laurie Katzman
Elizabeth T. Kellogg ’77
Debra Kocar
Carol Lazarus
Gary Leopold and Kim Colombi
Robert F. Maguire
Janis K. Martinson
Susan C. Mattoon ’98
Timothy J. McNeill

Joseph and Katherine Newhouse Mele ’87
Therese S. Minton ’04
John and Jacqueline Bamford Moran ’63
Suzanne Hruska Nagler ’61
Victoria and Mark Oliva
Marni Simone Orlove ’97
Kevin C. Phelan
Shirin Philipp
Natividad Quezada P
Dr. Colm Renehan ’92
Robin A. Ronchi ’10
Karen Kalker Schotland ’64
Anne Serafin
Maureen A. Singer ’87
Arlene Glaser Sobol ’69
Peter Sohier ’02
Nancy L. Sonnabend
Albert and Margaret Sonntag
Kevin C. Soucy ’95
Cheryl A. Suzio ’78
Elinor Epstein Svenson ’76
Gordon Thorne and Anne Woodhull P
Paula Sagoff Waxman ’61
Maura McDonough Wright ’97
Barbara-Ann Yates ’79

**Edith Lesley Wolfard Society**

Anonymous (2)
George and Henrietta Aligas*
Virginia Atkins ’66
Marjorie Behrens ’51*
Ann Albrecht Biggie ’98
Nancy J. Bildner
Geraldine Bloomberg ’61 PT
Sam Bloomberg
Janet L. Brennan ’67
Ellen G. Brover ’84
Maria T. Buccieri ’00
Donna Buonopane ’78
Elizabeth B. Cabot ’71 PT
Ron Carye
Rose Carye ’90*
Diana Churchill ’88
Jill Collier ’74*
Lourdes Correia ’43*
Polly Davidson*
Jeanne K. DeBell ’51
Norman Dee*
Barbara Ann Defino ’63*
Samuel Dennis*
Janice DiLorenzo ’78
Frank Doble*
Ann Donner ’95
Golda Doyle ’61
Zell H. Draz*
Frances M. Dunton ’30*
Gail Dusseault ’60 PT*
Donald Edmonson P
Judith A. Elson ’86
John G. Fantucchio ’62*
Diane Feinzig ’58
Esther and Sumner Feldberg P
Mary Finegan ’64
Edes Powell Gilbert ’70 PT, P
David Greenman ’04*
Joan T. Handelmann
Alice Hill ’72
Judith B. Hoffmann ’90*
Denise Ann Hope*
Robert Jackson ’66
Elaine Jacobs ’59*
Richard A. Jalkut T
Marci Janer P
Ann C. Lange ’59
Frederick M. Lawton*
Jacqueline H. Leach ’67 PT
Edna Duchin Lipsett ’52
Mary C. Lloyd ’68*
Eleanor Ludcke ’29*
Helene W. Maltzman ’79 PT
William C. McConnell
Margaret McKenna
Josephine F. McGuire ’33*
James McMillen P*
Margaret E. McNamara
Susan E. Mellinger ’89 PT
Albert W. Merck*
Edith Michelson ’58

Planned Giving: Edith Lesley Wolfard Society
Your decision to support Lesley with a planned gift is deeply meaningful, to us and to you. By including the university in your estate plans, you’re securing the future of innovative programs in the arts, education, and human services. You’re empowering creativity and its implications for our global economy. Simply put, your gift means everything—not only to the university and our students, but also to the world our graduates will one day shape. For that, we cannot thank you enough.

Helen Miller ’29*
Jacob Monke ’03*
Alicia F. Mooney ’80
Harris J. Nadley*
Suzanne Nagler ’61
Merle Nelson ’57
Judith E. Parker*
Barbara Rashba ’57
Peter and Susan Read
Ginger Reeves ’70
Nancy Roberts
Susan Etelman Rollins ’63*
Arlyn Roffman ’75
Christine K. Runyon ’71
Barbara W. Russell ’68 T
Victor Schrager P
Ann Segal ’58
Beth Shaw P
Maurice J. Skoler PT*
Naomi N. Skoler ’63 PT
Jeanette Smith ’40*
Janet Marie Snow ’90*
Jon and Cleo Sonneborn
Patricia R. Squire PT
Audrey A. Stark '52*
Janet Steinmayer T
Catherine C. Stratton PT*
Carol A. Sullivan-Hanley ’86
David Swope PT
Janet B. Svenson ’36*
Henry Guild Tucker
John Tucker*
Ruth Tucker*
Virginia G. Tucker
Gail Weinberg*
Barbara and Richard White
Grant Whitney
Betty Willey ’53
Ann C. Lessard Wilson ’82
Chris Wilson PT
Marjorie Winnick ’69
Samuel Wonders*
Dixie Wonders*
David R. Yalen ’91
Barbara Ann Yates ’79

Corporations and Foundations
Anonymous
Albert O. Wilson Foundation, Inc.
Allegra C. Ford Foundation
Amazon.Com, Inc.
American Holt
Atlantic Hyundai
Atlantic Trust
Bank of America Charitable Gift Fund
Banyan Tree, LLC
Barnes & Noble College Booksellers, Inc.
Bernice B. Godine Family Foundation
Blick Art Materials
BNY Mellon Wealth Management
Bon Appetit
C & W Services
Cambridge Art Association
Cambridge Arts Council
Cambridge Community Foundation
CIBC World Markets Corp.
City of Cambridge
Combined Jewish Philanthropies
Communities Foundation of Texas
Davis Educational Foundation
DCT II LLC
Dixie Wonders Trust
Edward L. Bernays Foundation, Inc.
Eliot and Ruth Snider Charitable Trust
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
Fidelity Investments
Fiduciary Trust
Greenwold Family Foundation
Grousbeck Trust
Harold Alfond Foundation
Harold and Anna S. Ullian Charitable Foundation
HDS Architecture
Healey Family Foundation
Heather Smith Memorial Foundation
Hitz Foundation
Impact Assets Inc.
JCHE Services, Inc. Operating 9
Jewish Communal Fund
Jewish Federation of Cleveland
John Moriarty & Associates

The Fund for Lesley
Your gift to the Fund for Lesley allows us to develop innovative programs in the arts, education, and human services, and ensures that our students become the socially engaged artists, teachers, counselors, and innovators that our community is known for. It also ensures that we can continue to support students and faculty who are passionate about making a positive difference in their communities and the world at large, by providing scholarships, sustaining and developing state-of-the-art programs and initiatives, and expanding opportunities that connect our students to quality internship, study abroad, athletic, and community service programs.
Karp Family Foundation
Knipe Enterprises LLC
Liberty Mutual Group
Lisette S. Venier Charitable Foundation
Loring, Wolcott & Coolidge Trust, LLC
Louis Meyer Family Foundation
Maine Community Foundation
Massachusetts Cultural Council
Massachusetts Dept. of Elementary and Secondary Education
McLaughlin & Moran Inc.
Meddaugh Advertising, Inc.
Medical Information Technology, Inc.
New York Community Trust
Oak Foundation
Ohanian Family Foundation
Orchid Technologies Engineering and Consulting, Inc.
Perry and Radford Architects
Peter A. & Deborah L. Weinberg Family Foundation
Plymouth Rock Assurance Company
Plymouth Rock Foundation
Powderhouse Plumbing, Inc.
Prince Lobel Tye, LLP
Ralph Bradley Prizes
Richard and Jean Coyne Family Foundation
Roy A. Hunt Foundation
Saint Mary’s Parish Shrewsbury
Schwab Charitable Fund
Seacoast Growers Association
Sheraton-Commander Hotel
Summer Fund
The 48 Garden Street Trust
The Ayco Charitable Foundation
The Benevity Community Impact Fund
The Boston Foundation
The Boston Printmakers
The Brown Foundation
The Charles Stark Draper Laboratory Inc.
The Cordover Family Foundation
The Davis Companies
The Davis Family Charitable Foundation
The Edmund & Betsy Cabot Charitable Foundation
The Gay Su Pinnell Education Foundation
The Gordon and Marjorie Osborne Foundation
The Jack and Billie Schwartz Foundation
The Law Offices of Jonathan D. Messinger
The Longfield Family Foundation
The Ludes Family Foundation
The Manafort Family Foundation, Inc.
The Mosse Foundation
The Murray Family Charitable Foundation
The Perkins Charitable Foundation
The Pittsburgh Foundation
The Ramsey McCluskey Family Foundation
The Slater Foundation, Inc.
The van Otterloo Family Foundation
The Witter Bynner Foundation for Poetry
The Yawkey Foundation
Timocracy Foundation
Top-Mart / The Environmental Management Company
TOSA Foundation
U.S. Charitable Gift Trust
United Way of Greater New Haven
White Builders
Windhover Foundation
YourCause, LLC Trustee for New York Life

Lesley University Faculty and Staff
Barbara J. Addison Reid
Renee B. Aisenberg ’81
Joanne M. Babcock
Rachel Barrett
Marylou Batt
Gabriella S. Bertucci
Sharyn Boornazian
Aaron Bouyea
Bernice E. Bradin
Linda M. Brennan
Linda Brion-Meisels
Marcia Bromfield
Terry Goldberg Bromfield ’96
Tamar Brown
Sandra Browne Walker
Julia Byers
Liana D. Caffrey ’96
Gail Cahill
Nancy Jo Cardillo ’80
Vivian D. Carlo ’78
Susanne Carter
Shirley Chin ’08
Brad Clompus
Sara Connelly ’15
Toni Czekanski ’01
Philip De George
Harriet L. Deane P
Alice Diamond
Krista DiGregorio
Lorraine Done
Amy Donovan
M. L. Dymski
Charles Eaton
Jill Eurich ’73
Christine Evans
Kathleen M. Farrell
Irene Fountas
Geoffry Fried
Nancy Galvin
Joseph Gennetti ’11
Margaret Giles ’98
Jack Gillette
George Glaze
Rhonda Brunell Gold ’90
Cara Gorham Streit
Beth A. Harrington ’07
Ajayi Harris
Ann-Charlotte Hogstadius ’94
Lisa Ijiri
Scott A. Jewell
Kimberly J. Johnson ’06
Anna Johnson
Colleen Keeney
Debra Kocar
Randi Lynn Korn ’83
Patricia M. Kramer
Carol Weiler Krems
Anne Larkin P
Mary Beth Lawton
Diana Leek
MaryPat Lohse
Leslie A. Macone ’92
Robert F. Maguire
Janis K. Martinson
Helen E. McDonald ’04
Martha B. McKenna
Shaun A. McNiff
Katherine A. McWey
Margery Staman Miller
Mary Mindess
Marcia Mishley
Joseph B. Moore and Elizabeth L. Chiquoine
Thomas E. Morgan ’09
Patricia A. Morrissey ’92
Kevin P. Murphy P
Frances M. Osten
Sonia Perez-Villanueva
Marie-Maude Petit-Frere
Shirin Philipp
Linda Pursley
Cynthia E. Rallis
Robin L. Roth
Kathleen T. Sammartino ’01
George Smith
Carol S. Streit
Student Administrative Services
John Sullivan
Stanley M. Trecker
Barbara S. Ulm
Robert Wauhkonen
Diane Wilcox
Selase W. Williams
Carol Winsor
Maureen Yoder
Frances T. Yuan ’87
Richard J. Zauft
Adrienne Zonderman ’90